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Congratulations, you landed an interview with your employer of choice. Before 

your interview, it is important that you are well prepared. Don’t think you can just go in and “wing it”, 

trust me, you will not be successful.  Interviewing is a skill that improves and becomes easier with 
practice. This guide will help you interview like a pro. I can’t guarantee that you won’t be nervous, but 
I can guarantee that you will be prepared to answer any question you’re asked! Again, congratulations 
to you.  
 
The interview is one of the most important elements in the job search process. When an employer 

invites you to an interview, he/she is indicating an interest in bringing you on board. The interview 
gives both of you the opportunity to exchange enough information to determine if you are a good "fit" 
for each other. The interview process as a whole typically involves three main steps—the screening 
interview (recruiter), the preliminary interview (hiring manager), and the on-site interview (panel 
interview- hiring, department, and HR managers/possibly co-workers). 
 

Think of an interview as a highly focused professional conversation. The job interview is a strategic 
conversation with a purpose. Your goal is to show the employer that you have the skills, background, 
and ability to do the job and that you can successfully fit into the organization and its culture. The 
interview is also your opportunity to gather information about the job, the organization, and future 

career opportunities to figure out if the position and work environment are right for you. 
 

 
BEFORE THE INTERVIEW 
 
Research 
 

It is to your advantage to carefully research the job and the organization. Go to the 
company’s website and click on their “ABOUT US” link and pick three things you can remember about 
them and the job you are interviewing for. What you want to do is take the information you’ve learned 
and combine it with how this relates to your abilities, interest and values. Knowing about the job and 
the company will help you prepare a list of your qualifications so that you can show, point by point, 
why you are the best candidate.  
 

Practice, practice, practice 

 
Prepare a clear answer to each of the questions in the interview questions section. Practice answering 
questions with a friend, or in front of a mirror. Ask your friend to give you constructive criticism on 
your speaking style, mannerisms, and poise. As you practice, avoid colloquialisms, such as 
"like" and "you know." Make sure you don't script all your answers-you'll sound as though 

you're reading cue cards!  
 
Find out the logistics of the interview 
 
The more you know, the more focused your answers will be. Find out when the interview is scheduled, 
what to expect during it, and how long you will be there. Make sure you get the name of the 
person you will be interviewing with.  Also find out if you will be talking to just one person, or to 

several. 
 
Dress for success 
 

For an industry interview, it is not required that you wear a business suit, however, you want to be 
presentable. Business casual is the best way to go- for men, khaki, black, brown, dark colored pants 
(I don’t recommend wearing jeans), and a nice polo or button down. This point cannot be emphasized 

enough. First impressions are extremely important in the interview process.  
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DAY OF THE INTERVIEW 
 

Be prompt and professional 
 
Arrive early (10-15minutes). If you don't know where the organization is located, call for exact 
directions in advance. Leave some extra time for any traffic, parking, or unpredictable events. If you 
are running late, call right away and let someone know. Give yourself the time to read your résumé 
one more time, to catch your breath, and to be ready for the interview. Leave your cell phone in the 

car or turn it off. DOW is especially big on this. Once you're at the office, your interview starts the 
minute you walk in the building; you never know who was asked to “watch” you while you’re waiting.  
 
Be organized 
 
Carry a portfolio notepad or at the very least a manila file folder. Bring extra résumés and have the 
names, addresses and phone numbers of references, in case the employer asks. Also, bring a list of 

questions for the employer.  
 
Know yourself 

 
You will make the interview process easier for the employer if you volunteer relevant information 
about yourself. Think about how you want to present your strengths, experiences, 
education, work style, skills, and goals. Be prepared to supplement all your answers with 

examples that support the statements you make.  Think about how you can answer difficult questions 
accurately and positively, while keeping each answer brief. 
 
Remember to  
 
Stay focused, make eye contact, introduce yourself clearly, smile at appropriate times, take time to 

understand the question and then answer it, be expressive, keep the answers to the point, be 
forthright and direct, be honest, and never blame or badmouth anyone during an interview. Never say 
anything negative about past experiences, employers, or courses and professors. Always think of 
something positive about an experience and talk about that. 
 
Show your interest 

 

One of the best ways to show you are interested in a job is to demonstrate that you have 
researched the organization prior to the interview. The best way to impress an employer is to 
ask questions that build upon your interview discussion. This shows you are interested and paying 
close attention to the interviewer. It is a good idea to prepare a few questions in advance, but 
an insightful comment based on your conversation can make an even stronger statement. At the end 
of an interview, it is appropriate for you to ask when you may expect to hear from the employer. 

Save discussion of salary for later 

Find out as much as you can before the interview about the salary levels for the position you are 
seeking. DO NOT BRING UP THE ISSUE OF SALARY DURING THE FIRST INTERVIEW. If the 
interviewer asks about your salary expectations, give only a general answer, such as that 
your expectations seem to be within, or close to their range. 

Always follow up 
 

You should write a thank you note within 48 hours after an interview, even if the interview (or 
the interviewer) was not productive and/or you are not interested in the position. It is important to 
say thank you for the time the interviewer spent with you. This letter should be brief. (Refer to 
the section on writing thank you letters.) Make sure you get business cards from the interviewer(s) 
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 

The P-A-R response is useful if you find yourself in a panel interview. In this format, interviewers 

don’t have to rely on the memory of individuals or the quality of note taking; they all hear the same 
answer. Panels can vary in size, but will generally consist of three to four interviewers. It may be a 
formal meeting in a conference room or it could occur informally during a meal. The questions are 
likely to be the same as in a one-on-one interview, but may be efficiently divided among several 
individuals who are responsible for a particular line of questioning such as technical, communications, 
or leadership. Panel interviews are not designed to be stress interviews but they can be stressful if 

you’re not prepared for the process. The best preparation is to know the company, review your skills 
and accomplishments, and be certain you can give examples using the P-A-R approach 
 
Here is an example of a behavioral interview question and a possible response: 
 
Problem: Can you tell me about a time when you failed to meet a deadline? I take deadlines very 
seriously, so I’ve given a lot of thought to the time when I missed one. I was the leader of a team 

responsible for testing several different compounds that we were looking at as candidates for the basis 
of a new product that the company was developing. We completed the testing of four of the five 
compounds on time or even early, but the fifth one we were late on. The reason for the delay was a 

delivery problem from one of our suppliers. 
 
Action: As a team, we launched into damage control mode as soon as we saw that there would be a 
problem with this supplier. We lined up an alternative supplier, notified the customer, and reworked 

our overall project plan to accommodate the delay. 
 
Result: Because of these measures and because we found what we needed elsewhere, we delivered 
this test only one day late. 
 
 

Take time to write out answers to the questions. This will help you be prepared to answer not only 
these questions, but any behavioral questions that may come up.  
 

Analytical Thinking 

1) Tell me about a problem you uncovered in your previous job. What steps did you take to sort 

it out?" 

2) Describe a recent task you performed which you considered dangerous. What special 

precautions did you take? 

3) If you saw a coworker slacking off or ignoring safety standards, what would you do to correct 

the problem? 

Motivation 

4) With no experience in the chemical industry, why would you want to join the chemical 

industry? 

5) Describe a time you had to change your approach to a problem to get something done? 

6) Describe a time that you worked on a project and what was the outcome? 

Teamwork 

7) Can you tell me about a time when you failed to meet a deadline? 

8) Describe a time that you worked on a project and what was the outcome? 

Communication 

9) Can you tell me about a time when you failed to meet a deadline? 

10) Describe a time you had to change your approach to a problem to get something done? 

11) Tell me about a time you went out of your way to help another employee 
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Common Difficult Questions: 

Tell Me about yourself- this is not the time to recite your life story, keep your answer related to 

your education, experience, and enthusiasm about the position. Use your “60 second commercial” 

to answer this.  For example- my name is John Doe; I’ve recently graduated from 

Brazosport College with an Associate’s in Process Technology. Some of the courses I’ve 

taken were Intro to Process Tech, Safety, Health, and Environment, and Principles of 

Automatic Control. I feel that these courses have prepared me for a bright career in the 

industry. On top of that, I’m hard working, a quick learner, and believe that I would be a 

great asset to your organization.  

What kind of salary package are you looking for? - Do not go into specifics about salary 
during the interview. “I would expect a compensation package that’s competitive with other highly 
qualified candidates, but money is not my main concern. Opportunity and growth are far more 

important. What I’d rather do, if you don’t mind, is explore if I’m right for the position, and then 
talk about money.  

 
What would you say was your greatest weakness?” - Best strategy to answer this is to think 

back to a past weakness of yours that you have corrected and describe how you identified the 
problem, the steps you took to improve the situation, and that it is no longer a problem for you. It 
demonstrates that you’re willing to think critically about your own skills and are open to 

constructive feedback and self-improvement. 
 
 

Finally, realize that talking about yourself is okay—it’s essential in a job interview. Self promotion 
is a huge deal and if you can’t promote yourself, then who will? The interviewer wants to know 

what you did so be comfortable promoting your qualifications and accomplishments. 
 

 

ENDING AN INTERVIEW 
 
You can be confident that as a part of the interview process, the interviewer will give you an 
opportunity to ask him or her any questions you might have. You need to have several good 

questions to ask when this happens. 
 

1) What can you tell me about the corporate culture of this organization? What are the key 
qualities it takes to succeed here? 

2) How does your company differ from its competitors? 

3) Can you tell me about how this group is structured? Who reports to whom? 

4) What are the biggest challenges facing this group and why are they challenging? 

5) What is the focus of the team now compared to a year ago? 

6) What is the time frame for filling the position? 

7) What do you consider the most important daily responsibilities of this job, and why? 

8) What are my potential career paths within the organization? 

9) Would there be opportunities for increased responsibility and broader experience? 

10) How long have you been with the company? 

11) Has your role changed since you've been here? 

12) What did you do before this? 

13) Why did you come to this company? 

14) What’s your favorite part about working here? 

15) Is there anything that concerns you about my background being a fit for this role? 

16) What are the next steps in the interview process? 

17) Is there anything else I can provide you with that would be helpful? 
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18)  Can I answer any final questions for you? 

 

 

 

AFTER THE INTERVIEW 
 
During the wrap-up discussion, ask when you can expect to hear back from the company. There 
are several ways to stay on the company’s radar screen: 
 

Follow-up phone calls 

Personalized thank you notes 
Ask when a decision will be made and call back on the agreed-upon day 
Update your network on your progress 

 
Send thank-you notes to those with whom you talked as soon as you get home. What you say 
and how you say it are perhaps more important than whether you send it by e-mail or by the 

postal service. Your letter could break the tie between you and the other candidates so put 
some thought into what you say. A standard thank-you note should: 
 
Thank the person for the opportunity to interview. 

Recap some of the conversational highlights. 
Clarify any information you needed to check on for the interviewer. 
Most importantly, plug your skills.  

 
Use the letter to say more than "thank you for the interview." It is one more chance for you to sell 
yourself and to tell them what you can do for them. 
 
If you conclude that you are not really interested in the position, send a thank-you letter anyway. 
You want to leave a good impression; in the future you may want to apply for another job with 
the same organization or you may end up working for another company that does business with 

this organization. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Way to Go  

You made it through the interview! 
 

If you need assistance with creating a follow 
up letter, please don’t hesitate to reach out to 

Career Services. 


